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ABSTRACT:
This thesis examines the East Asian geometric silk pattern. Despite its long history of use in
traditional architecture as an ornamental element in Korea and China, a little attempt was made to
understand its geometric construction. Also, the connection between the silk patterns in two countries are
often neglected because of the lack of systematic archiving.
I first present the currently existing examples of silk patterns in Korea and China. Through a
comparative analysis, I identify that the pattern is a shared heritage of the region and proses that more
holistic approach is required to understand its relation with geometric patterns from other cultures. One of
the approach is symmetry analysis, a method used in archeology to identify relevance in material culture
between two adjacent cultural groups.
Subsequently, I present shape analysis of existing sixfold symmetry silk patterns and argue that
the stacking order of basic motifs plays an important role in design of the majority of silk patterns. I
devised a symbolic notation system to identify different stacking order between different designs. Based
on the analysis, I introduce an automated pattern generator which creates patterns with a specific
symmetry in batches. The produced images can be used to train a symmetry classifier based on a machine
learning model. I discuss possible implementations of the pattern generator and the symmetry classifier
model and outline future development and challenges.
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Shape Analysis for Digital Representation
of East Asian Silk Patterns
Hunmin Koh
1 Introduction
Ornamental Geometric patterns are found in different cultures around the world. In East Asia, the
"silk" geometric pattern is used to decorate building surfaces and create religious spectacles. Its visual
complexity is based on polygonal tessellation. While research on the construction of Islamic geometric
patterns is a popular topic in computational design, similar analyses of the silk pattern have never been
formally conducted.
In this study, I conducted an analysis to understand design and generation of some silk patterns.
First, investigated the currently existing examples of silk patterns in Korea and China. Through a
comparative analysis, I identify that the pattern is a shared heritage of the region and proses that more
holistic approach is required to understand its relation with geometric patterns from other cultures.
Second,

I conducted a design analysis to understand the geometric construction of silk patterns. This

includes parametric analysis of commonly used motifs, and study of different tiling arrangement.
Subsequently, I present shape analysis of existing sixfold symmetry silk patterns and argue that
the stacking order of basic motifs plays an important role in design of the majority of silk patterns. I
devised a symbolic notation system to identify different stacking order between different designs. Based
on the analysis, I introduce an automated pattern generator which creates patterns with a specific
symmetry in batches. The produced images can be used to train a symmetry classifier based on a machine
learning model.
The main motivation for this study is to raise awareness about the shared cultural heritage of the
East Asian region. While there is historical evidence that the pattern was used throughout Northeast Asia,
including China, Japan, and the Koreas, most of its existing use is found in Korea. The fact that the
pattern has been repainted every hundred years makes it hard to trace changes over time and across
locations. Some researchers [Lim & Jeon, 2007] suggest that the pattern was originally introduced from
the Middle East, but there exist no cross-regional studies that prove this claim. By introducing a
systematic approach to analyze and compare the formation of silk patterns. I aspire to study will facilitate
intercountry discussions on cultural exchange related to geometric patterns.
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2 Background
2.1 Architectural painting in East Asia
Painting on buildings is an essential practice in East Asian traditional architecture where the
majority of buildings are made of wood. Its primary purpose is to protect buildings from the elements and
to hide imperfections on building material [Kwak, 2003]. However, the practice had evolved into more
sophisticated form of art which creates a visual spectacle for its visitors. In ancient days when pigment
was a rare luxury, colorfully decorated buildings demonstrated the power and wealth of their owners.
There are historic records on the regulations on decorative painting on buildings. Samguk Sagi
(-r/-:Af7/, E5/ltA5, History of the Three Kingdoms), the oldest surviving chronicle of Korean history,
contains a regulation from the Silla dynasty (57 BC-935 AD) which states that only the members of the
direct royal line could decorate their houses with gold, silver and five colors [Kwak, 2003].

Figure 2.1. Decorative architectural paintings in East Asian countries. (right) China. (middle) Korea. (left)
Japan.

While there are records of decorative painting on private houses [Kwak, 2003], the remaining
painting practices are limited to royal palaces and public structures such as city gates, Confucian shrines,
and Buddhist temples. The practice has different names among three countries in the region--China,
Korea, and Japan-jianzhu cai hua L
green) in Korea, and gokusaishiki Wi1,

i>'Ewj (architectural painting) in China, dancheong r 71 (red and
(polychromatic decoration) in Japan. Although painting styles

in each county share common characteristics such as use of high-contrast vivid colors and motifs based on
Buddhism, Taoism and Shamanism, the dominant color and details of painting are different in each
country. In China, due to the country's vast size, painting style varies according to the region and era in
which a building was built. In Korea, most of the remaining painting scheme was applied during and after
the Joseon era (1392-1897), and therefore exhibits a more unified style. In Japan, the practice is less
common compared to China and Korea, although fine examples like the Toshugu shrine (Ii!
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) exist.

2.2 The Silk Pattern

lil1

IMLa IVIl

Figure 2.2. A folding screen with silk patterns by Dancheongjang (dancheong artisan) Hong Chang won.

The Silk Pattern is a type of pattern used in East Asian decorative architectural paintings, mainly
in China and Korea. Although the primitive forms of silk patterns were introduced to Korea from China,
they have evolved into more complex designs in Korea [Kwak, 2011]. While other pattern types are
representational and descriptive, the construction of silk pattern is based on a geometric configuration
characterized by quadrangular and hexagonal symmetry with interwoven laces.

2.3 Terminology and Origin
The term "silk pattern" was first introduced by Yoon, Kim, and Sarhangi (2014) in a short paper
on geometric constructions in Korean dancheong patterns. Silk pattern is a literal translation of the
Chinese word "IMt." The pronunciation of the Chinese word differs in Korea and China; the Chinese
pronunciation is jinwen while the Korean 'P

is pronounced geummun. Using a pronunciation from one

language to denote a shared cultural heritage can be seen as a nationalistic appropriation of it. Therefore,
the term "silk pattern" will be used to refer to ornamental geometric patterns in East Asian architecture
throughout this thesis.

Additionally for other words where both the original Korean and the equivalent

Chinese expressions are given in parentheses, the Korean name will be given first, separated from the
Chinese name by a colon.
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Figure 2.3. Silk patterns in Yingzao Fashi. From [Kwak, 2011 pp 196,197]

The oldest existing archive of silk patterns is the Yingzao Fashi (
Architectural Methods of State Buildings) compiled by the Chinese architect Li Jie (AiQ,

Treatise on
1035-1110)

during the Song dynasty (Figure 2.3). It includes a classification of 20 different geometric patterns into
"chain" and "tortoise-shell" types according to their shapes. The patterns in the Yingzao Fashi are used as
the normative design for the restoration of decorative painting in Song dynasty buildings [Kwak, 2011].

2.4 Problems
It is generally agreed that the current silk patterns in Korea have evolved from the primitive form
of silk patterns in the Yingzao Fashi. Twelve of the twenty silk patterns in the Yingzao Fashi are still
found in Korean silk pattern designs today [Kwak, 2011]. However, there is no transregional study of silk
patterns later than the Yingzao Fashi. Kwak (2011 p.52) states that "the Song dynasty silk pattern has
diminished in China." Other Korean publications do not mention the Chinese influence and either focus
only on the existing silk pattern in Korea [Kim 2012] or provide baseless speculation, such as claims that
the pattern was "transmitted from Arabia along with Buddhist culture" [Lim & Jeon, 2007 Vol. I p.125],
without citing any source. Online media also make similar statements, such as: "The silk pattern in China
did not evolved into various styles with no auspicious meanings added to it [Characteristics of
Dancheong, KOCCA]." or "Only Korean dancheong has various and splendid color and patterns ["Do
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you Know Dancheong?, 2010]. The way Korea glorifies the esthetic superiority of Korean silk patterns
over Chinese patterns shows a mildly nationalistic sentiment. However, none of the sources address
currently existing Chinese silk patterns.
Apart from individual, subjective esthetic evaluations, it seems true that silk patterns possess a
less significant position in decorative architectural painting in China than in Korea. The ruling dynasties
of China changed from Han Chinese (Song) to Mongolian (Yuan), and from Han Chinese (Ming) to
Manchurian (Qing), and many of currently existing historical buildings have been repainted many times.
The painting style dominant at the time of repainting might have not included the original silk pattern as a
part of its decoration language. It is hard to find any published Chinese classification of geometric
patterns in architectural painting ('DOi!J, jian zhu cai hua). Nonetheless, it is still possible to find
examples of the silk pattern in Chinese architecture due to the vastness and rich history of the country.

2.5 Thesis Statement
From the points I described in the previous chapter, I find two main problems in previous work on
silk pattern. First, there is no systematic analysis of construction of silk patterns.

Second, there is no

comparative study of silk pattern in Korea and China after Song Dynasty. In this thesis, I am going argue
following statements to address the aforementioned problems.

1. Silk Pattern in Korea and China Should be considered as a single family of geometric pattern.

2. East Asian geometric patterns can be analysed and synthesized with a rule-based design system.

3. It is plausible to created a symmetry classifier based on Machine Learning model using automatically
generated images based on the rule-based design system.

II

3. Silk Patterns Korea and China
3.1. Silk Pattern in Korea
Most research studies and publications in Korea that cover the silk pattern have been in the field
of art history as a subset of the dancheong painting scheme. Kim's work (2012) contains detailed
illustrations of commonly used silk patterns and the basic idea of symmetry created by paper-folding
techniques, based on his dancheong artisan experience. Lim and Jeon (2007) archived twenty-three
different geummun patterns along with the most frequently used motifs. The patterns from these two
books will be used for the shape analysis in Part 2 of this paper.
The most comprehensive work on origin and history of the Korean silk pattern is the series of
books on dancheong by Kwak Donghae (2011). He clearly stated the connection between the silk pattern
in the Yingzao Fashi and Korean silk patterns and claimed that the origin of the silk pattern is in
Goguryeo tomb murals. His other study of the work process of dancheong artisans (2001) and his research
into the color pigments used are excellent references for understanding the characteristics of Korean
dancheong.
Silk patterns are commonly found in Buddhist temple complexes in Korea, but not every building
in a temple complex is decorated with silk patterns [Kwak, 2001]. The main hall where the statue of
Buddha is placed usually has the most complicated decoration, with a variety of silk patterns. Patterns on
other buildings are of a lower density and variety in accordance with their relative importance in a temple
complex. For example, Chilseonggak, which is the shrine of the Seven Stars (the Big Dipper), has a
simpler pattern scheme than the main hall. The painting scheme using the silk pattern is called
geunidancheong(

30) and is the highest expression of the dancheong scheme. Some artisans further

classify

schemes

silk pattern

gajeungeumdancheong(

'QR iJ

into eolgeumdancheong (%9_

-Q

+1, sparse

geunidancheong) and

, assorted geumdancheong) depending on their complexity.

Most Joseon dynasty (1392-1897) buildings are decorated with the moro dancheong style, which
has a similar level of splendor but without a silk pattern in the gyepung area. The Joseon dynasty was
founded after a coup d'6tat of neo-Confucianist gentry against Buddhist elites in the previous Koryo
dynasty. From its beginning, the ruling class of the Joseon dynasty espoused the sungyueokbul
(

,-*

: 4%f(V#M) policy, meaning "honor Confucianism, discourage Buddhism." Frugality and

modesty were prime values of the ruling class, and regardless of their importance, buildings such as
palace and city gates were decorated without silk patterns [Kwak, 2001].
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Figure 3.1. Eolgeumdancheong at Chilseonggak (the Shrine of the Seven Stars) in Bongwonsa temple,
Seoul, Korea.

Figure 3.2. Geumdancheong at Samchunbuljeon (the Shrine of the 3,000 Buddhas) in Bongwonsa temple,
Seoul, Korea.

Figure 3.3. Geumdancheong in the main hall (Mahavira Hall) of Bongwonsa temple, Seoul, Korea.
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Figure 3.4. Dancheong schemes with no silk pattern. (left) Gachildancheong applied to the
Myeongnyundang (lecture hall) in Munmyo, Seoul, South Korea. (middle) Geutgidancheong applied in
the Yosachae (living quarters) at Geumchunsa Temple, Gyeongju, South Korea. (right) Morodancheong
applied in the Injeongjeon Hall, Changdeokgung Palace, Seoul, South Korea.

The application of a silk pattern is limited to certain areas in traditional architecture: Horizontal
elements (i.e., crossbeams and girders), dougong (4,

interlocking wooden brackets supporting the roof

structure), and exposed roof structures. In the horizontal elements, the pattern is applied at the middle part

(7c11, gyepung). In the roof structure, it is applied to the exposed part of rafters (A] 14]), extended
71 4: VftMt). Sometimes two different types

rafters, and the panels connecting extended rafters (*

of patterns are alternated. Rafter panels (71 4: VR) are painted with a single color. Application of a silk
pattern on roof structures is predominantly observed in the Korean dancheong scheme.
Rafter
Crossbeamn

Dougong

L I
I
Meoricho

Gyepung

'IL
Hui

Figure 3.5. Names of components in traditional wooden architecture on which silk pattern is applied.

Extended hip rafter
Hip rafter
Extended rafter
-Extended rafter panelRafter
Rafter panel

Figure 3.6. Names of components in roof structure on which silk pattern is applied.
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3.1.1 Motifs
In Korean, each silk pattern is named after the motifs used in the unit triangle. The names might
differ from one artisan to another, as many patterns have more than three motifs superimposed on one
another. As a result, some of the motifs that are apparent in a pattern may not appear in its name, as
identifying each of the superimposed patterns would make the name too complicated. Additionally, even
if two patterns have exactly same number and type of motifs, the final shape can be different depending
on the order in which motifs are superimposed.

Chain (&*)

Figure 3.7. Patterns with chain motifs. From [Lim & Jeon, 2007 p.90].

The chain motif is a style of arrangement that generates a woven look rather than a single shape. When
arranged into the pattern, a shape in the unit hexagon is connected with the same shape of the next
element. Almost every silk pattern has a chained motif, but this does not always appear in their names.

Rice (40)

Figure 3.8. Patterns with rice motifs. From [Lim & Jeon, 2007 p.90].

The rice motif is named after Chinese character "*"(mi) because the motif resembles that character. The
most distinctive characteristic of the pattern is the presence of the ) shaped motif. This is called the
"tortoise shell chain" shape when it is arranged into the pattern. However, we will call it "tripod" for
convenience when the shape is separately used. The rice pattern is always considered a "chained" pattern
because of its interwoven appearance.
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Ring (f.el)

:NV 6'71

iV

Figure 3.9. Patterns with ring motifs. From [Lim & Jeon, 2007 p.90].

The ring is a circle/arc motif. It is commonly used in the chained arrangement and rarely used in a
complete circle form. Because of its chained form, the motif is thought to symbolize longevity and the
Buddhist idea of eternity and reincarnation. It is usually placed behind other motifs.

Cross ('Q4)

N-4

A D

Figure 3.10. Patterns with cross motifs. From [Lim & Jeon, 2007 p.90].

The cross motif is named for the Chinese character "+," which means the number ten. This motif
is usually split in half and aligned with edges of the basic triangular element.

Pillar (t1)
U.

2>

kilE

Figure 3.11. Patterns with pillar motifs. From [Lim & Jeon, 2007 p.90].

The pillar is a rectilinear motif that bridges other motifs. It can have multiple orientations such as
centroid to vertices, centroid to edge midpoints, and parallel to edges.
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3.1.2. Color
Colors play an important role in the architectural decorative painting of East Asia, although the
preferred color usage is slightly different in each country. The Five Phases (lIT, WU xing) theory in
Taoism [Lim & Jeon, 2007] is widely used to explain the color usage in decorative painting. This is based
on the basic "Five Principal Colors"-blue, red, yellow, white, and black-that correspond to the five
elements of the universe-wood, fire, earth, metal, and water. The five principal colors are combined in
either an antagonistic relationship: for example, wood (blue) divides earth (yellow) relationship of coexistence in which wood (blue) feeds fire (red) -- violet (*)

green (V) or a

to create "Ten Secondary

Colors" [Mun 2012].
Although the Taoist color theory provides an interesting insight into how ancient people related
color and their view of the world, it is hard to say that color logic dictated how colors should be arranged
in actual architectural practice. Rather, the economics of the pigment supply in each country or era
determined the color scheme adopted. In the Korean color scheme, the roof structure was usually painted
green (celadonite green) and the lower part of the building is painted a reddish brown (iron oxide red).
Both colors come from relatively affordable mineral pigments (celadonite and iron oxide) that can be
sourced locally and are therefore used as a building's base color. In Chinese color scheme, on the other
hand, use of blue is more common. While blue pigment was rare in Korea before the production of
synthetic pigment in early

20

th

century [Kwak 2012], it was common to use cobalt blue in pottery from

Tang dynasty(618~907) [Kwak 2001].
In practice, the number of color shades used is greater than the colors generated from blending the
five principal colors. The gradation in a silk pattern is usually limited to two levels, apart from the white
highlighting lines and black outlines. To simplify the analysis in the later chapter, color scheme of silk
pattern and the symmetry created from the coloring will not be covered in this thesis. The most commonly
used 16 colors and the traditional gradation scheme in Korean dancheong are listed in Appendix A.
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3.2 Silk Patterns in China
As previously mentioned, silk patterns are found in publications on

jian zhu cai hua

(architectural painting), but it is hard to find a dedicated page or separate classification for geometric
patterns. Sun's [2006] book on decorative painting in ancient Chinese architecture contains some of the
finest example ofjian zhu cai hua from the Song to the Qing dynasty, and silk patterns are occasionally
in the Geyuan Temple (fI&R4) in Hubei preserves

found among other patterns. Wenshu Hall (itk1)

one of the oldest examples of the silk pattern on wooden architecture [Sun, 2006; Figure 3.12]. The hall
was built in 996 at the beginning of Liao dynasty (916-1125) and is considered one of the best-preserved
wooden buildings in the country.
Unlike in Korea, the application of silk patterns in China is not limited to painting on building
surfaces. A good example of a silk pattern carved on stone architecture is the monumental stone paifang
(Jt#t, a gateway) for the Grand Secretariat Xu Guo (R

Nfltl)

from the Ming dynasty [Sun,

2006; Figure 3.13]. One rather rare technique for the silk pattern in architecture uses porcelain bricks. The
Palace Museum in Beijing has a collection of blue and white porcelain bricks (ft'

75JRl;

Figure 3.14) from the remains of the Porcelain Palace in the Forbidden City, built in Ming dynasty
[Forbidden City Press, 2005]. It is relatively hard to find silk patterns from Qing dynasty official
buildings. Paintings on fangxin (7YL', middle of crossbeam) are replaced with simpler patterns or more
usually with descriptive paintings. However, there are examples from the Imperial Palace ( tVRi') in
Shenyang and Dabei Temple (ik94), Beijing (Figure 2.15).
The silk patterns in China are also found in Taoist temples, and even in Chinese style mosques.
Zhang's work [2008] focuses on vernacular decorative paintings in Shanxi (U i)

province and has a

dedicated chapter on the "Sword" pattern, which is a subset of the silk pattern with a different symmetry.
The silk patterns introduced in the book are found in Taoist temples: the Martial temple (iAY$), Gaundi
temple (9b@J$), and Dragon Goddess (j

fb) temples (Figure 3.16). Unlike large, famous buildings

whose budget is sufficient to give priority for maintenance (i.e. repainting), vernacular buildings in rural
areas seem more likely to preserve old paintings. There are also interesting examples outside publications.
In Beijing's religiously diverse Huashi neighborhood, silk patterns can be found at the Taoist Temple of
the Fire God and at Huashi Mosque [Cao, 2016, Figure 3.17]. The mosque was founded in 1415, in the
early Ming dynasty, by the Hui ethnic minority [Huashi Mosque, 2015]. The pattern does not seem
particularly related to Islamic geometric patterns but is more likely an adaptation of the Chinese style of
decoration for religious buildings. However, it is still interesting that the silk pattern is not used
exclusively in Han Chinese culture.

18
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Figure 3.12. Silk pattern on dougong (4th, interlocking wooden brackets supporting the roof structure),
Wenshu Hall (I0l%>%) of Geyuan Temple (iNR4) in Hubei, China. From [Sun, 2006].

a gateway) for the Grand Secretariat Xu Guo

(

Figure 3.13. Monumental stone paifang (Jii,

Ut )) in Anhui, China. From [Sun, 2006].

Figure 3.14. A porcelain brick (
Forbidden City (ty, T

>

QtJidJfW

from the remains of the Porcelain Palace in the

ir)

%). From [Forbidden City Press, 2005].

I
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)

Figure 3.15. Silk pattern on a crossbeam in the hall of Bhaisajyaguru (- ) I2) of Dabei Temple (

Beijing. From [Sun, 2006].

Figure 3.16. Sword (i

1]) patterns in the Martial temple (itk4) in Daixian ('R-.) Xinzhou, Shanxi

Province (left) and the Gaundi temple (90jJ$) in Jinci (-TM), Taiyuan, Shanxi Province (right). From

[Zhang, 2008].

Figure 3.17. Silk Patterns found in Huashi neighborhood in Beijing. Fire God Temple (left), Huashi
Mosque(right). From [Cao, 2016].
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3.3 Theories about the Origin of the Silk Pattern

3.3.1. Tomb Murals
It is very rare to find a building with the original paintwork from the time of its construction
preserved. The lifespan of wooden buildings is shorter than that of stone buildings. Wooden buildings
start to fall apart almost immediately from the time they become uninhabited. Large parts of existing
wooden buildings still exist because they have been under continuous maintenance, which includes
renovating the paintwork. Unlike modem restoration where historians try to reproduce historical painting
schemes, it must have been natural for artisans of the old days to decorate buildings with the painting
style of the times. Hence, the study of architectural painting often must rely on archeological discoveries
such as tomb murals, sculptures, and paintings. This is especially true when pre-Song era architecture is
investigated.
One of the earliest uses of geometric patterns in East Asian architecture is found in Han dynasty
tombs. Kwak claimed that the decorative pattern with interweaving lines penetrating a circle, common in
Eastern Han period tomb relievo known as "Pierced Marble" (VA), is a primitive form of the silk pattern
that later evolved into the patterns in the Yingzao Fashi [Kwak, 2011, Figure 3.18]. He believed the
geometric pattern in the fourth century Goguryeo Anak tomb mural in Korea to be the oldest of use of the
(proto) silk pattern in architectural painting (Figure 3.19), differentiating it from the stone carving in Han
tombs. He also briefly mentioned the hexagonal patterns in the Goguryeo Tomb murals (Figure 3.20),
without placing a great deal of emphasis on them. However, considering that the majority of silk patterns
are based on hexagonal tessellation, the hexagon must be included as an important feature of ancient
pattern language. Hexagonal tessellation is commonly found in fifth century Goguryeo Tomb murals and
is commonly referred as the "Tortoise Shell" pattern [EPII-; Academy of Korean Studies, 2001].
Tortoises are commonly considered as a "symbol of longevity and afterlife because of their long life span
[Lim & Jeon 2007]." A mural showing a banquet scene at the Dahuting Tomb, dating from the Eastern
Han period (25-220 AD), is a good example of using all three features of the proto silk pattern:
interweaving lines, circles, and hexagonal tessellation (Figure 3.21). This tomb precedes the Anak Tomb
No.2 by at least two hundred years.
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Figure 3.18. "Pierced Marble" (f

Ef

Ti-I

5R Ii),

--.1

-

) pattern engraved in stone relievo in an Eastern Han period tomb (1

Henan Museum, China. From [Kwak, 2011. p.56].

Figure 3.19. Pattern with ring and interweaving lines in the Goguryeo tomb mural, Anak Tomb No. 2,
fifth century, North Korea. From [Kwak, 2011. p.56].

Figure 3.20. Hexagonal pattern with lotus flowers in Cheonwang Jishin Chong
t),

(o

31 1

:

ILfhi$

fifth century, Sunchbn, South Pyongan, North Korea.

Figure 3.21. An Eastern Han (25-220 AD) mural of a banquet scene from the Dahuting Tomb (1TDf
-)

in Zhengzhou, Henan Province, China.
22
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3.3.2 Textiles
Yoon et al. [2014; page 1] explained that the pattern is named after silk "because of its geometric
beauty and various colors." Although this statement is basically not wrong, there are clues which suggests
a more direct relation between silk and the pattern outside the Far East.

Figure 3.22. Round stone window (left) and mosaic tiles (right) at Khirbat al-Mafjar (Hisham's Palace),
near Jericho (724-43, Umayyads dynasty).

Khirbat al-Mafjar (Hisham's Palace) is considered one of the earliest examples of Islamic
architecture with geometric ornamental patterns. In the chapter about Khirbat al-Mafjar in his book
Mediation of Ornament (1992),

art

historian Oleg Grabar

claims that geometric patterns

in

Syro-Palestinian stone architecture were originally designed to create the effect of textile covering. He
wrote:

The first, or implied, geometry may have acquired its ubiquitous character through the
process of rapidly decorating large spaces; geometric frames or medallions are an easy way of
covering space and possibly a convenient way of organizing and controlling labor crews.
Wallpaper effects or single geometric images are also easy to explain as ways for the rapid
covering of floors or walls, as geometry has the advantage over vegetal or other ornament of
being easy to repeat once the first module has been created. It is, however, hardly likely that the
early Muslim princes who sponsored these palaces were held back by economic considerations
and the quality of their mosaics in particular suggests that the best craftsmen of the Mediterranean
were available to them who would not have been likely simply to fill spaces with ready-made
patterns.
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In these cases, and in many others, the main operative property of geometric patterns was
repetition of motifs as its primary technical feature - that is textiles.

The cultural reasons for their taste need not concern us at the moment, but it is possible to
propose from a variety of sources that a textile effect was the primary sensory expectation of early
Muslim tastemakers from Arabia and that the spaces in which they lived were covered with silks,
linens, and rugs. What does matter is that geometry, in this interpretation, was a vehicle through
which an effect was achieved that was not inherent to the nature of geometry. Geometry was
manipulated not because it was an end in itself, but because it was an intermediary to some other
effect. Only the importance of that other effect (the textile esthetic) to the patrons of the time
explains why so much effort was spent on the geometry of two Umayyad palaces. Geometry is, in
this hypothesis, an intermediary to another technique, not a representation of it, but an expression
of its essence.

The Mediation of Ornaments, pp. 141-142

If Islamic geometric patterns have evolved from patterns in textile, it would be natural to assume
that the East Asian geometric silk pattern also originally derived from textile patterns, as the name itself
literally signifies. Archaeological findings of textiles with geometric patterns in Chinese tombs as early as
the Warring States period (475-221 BC) support the association of geometric patterns with textiles
patterns [Wang et al., 2017, Figure 3.23].

Figure 3.23. A large diamond-shaped pattern textile unearthed from the Mashan Tomb No. I Chu Tomb,
Jiangling, Hubei (AP-9

i YQ), third century BC. From [Wang et al., 2017].
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3.3.3 Middle Eastern Influence (of vise versa) ?
It is hard not to mention Islamic geometric patterns (IGP) when discussing ornamental geometric
patterns in architecture. References to IGP have been made in previous chapters, and brief comparisons
between IGP and silk patterns have also been made. There are obvious differences between IGP and silk
patterns. These include application technique, motifs, preferred symmetry, and tessellation style; however,
detailed discussion of these differences is outside the scope of this thesis. There is no doubt that at some
point both patterns diverged and evolved separately. However, I would like to speculate on the possible
connection between the two geometric patterns, at least in the early stages of their development.

0

n

Figure 3.24.
(left) Chain pattern from the Yingzao Fashi. (middle) Column head, Mogao Cave (MiM H) 444,
Dunhuang, China Song dynasty (tenth-thirteenth century AD). (right) A stone figure wearing the
Mountain Pattern Armor in a Northern Song Dynasty Mausoleum, Henan, China.

"Chain Pattern" is the simplest form of the silk pattern and is widely used as a filling motif to
redound to other silk patterns. It is one of the twenty geometric patterns archived in the Yingzao Fashi
[Kwak, 2011]. The chain pattern is also observed in column heads in one of the shrines in Mogao Cave
[M

M Sun, 2006; Figure 3.24, middle] and the pattern is also still in use in East Asia for textiles and

handcrafts. The pattern is also found on Chinese Mountain Pattern Armor ([Ll-MI~), an iconic Chinese
armor depicted frequently in Chinese paintings and sculptures (Figure 3.24, right). Some have speculated
that the armor was a type of chain mail [Sloan, 2003], but the actual construction technique is unknown
because none of the armor depicted has been discovered. Interestingly, the same pattern is seen in
Baptistere (baptistery) de St. Louis from the Mamluk period (1320-40). The baptistery was originally
made in Mamluk Syria or Egypt during the early fourteenth century and later brought to France to be used
for the baptismal ceremonies of royal children [Broug, 2013]. Here, there is a depiction of an armored
man wearing the chain pattern armor, reminding the viewer of the Chinese Mountain Pattern armor
(Figure 3.25).
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Figure 3.25. (left) Chain patterns on the gateway of the Sahibiye Madrasa in Kayseri, Turkey (1267-68).
(right) Chain patterns on a depiction of a man wearing armor in the Baptistbre de St. Louis. Mohammed
ibn al-Zain, c. 1320-40, brass inlaid with silver and gold, 22.2 x 50.2 cm, Egypt or Syria (Musee du
Louvre, Paris) From [Broug, 2013. p. 1 10].

Although it is rare, the pattern is also found in buildings such as the Sahibiye Madrasa in Kayseri,
Turkey, from the Seljuk period [1267-68; Broug, 2013]. Indeed, the geometry is quite simple and the
pattern could have been invented separately in two different regions. However, both the Seljuks and
Mamluks were native to Central Asia, where exposure to Chinese culture was high because of the trade
along the Silk Road. From 114 BC to the 1450s AD, the Silk Road was an active trade route connecting
the Middle East and Far East [Vadime, 2001]. It is commonly acknowledged that the "arabesque" vegetal
pattern in Han and Goguryeo tomb murals was transferred from the Middle East along the same route

[Kwak, 2011].
However, while the clues introduced so far are insufficient to prove any real connection, there is a
more indirect but statistical way to investigate the similarity between to pattern groups. Anthropologist
Dorothy Washburn and mathematician Donald Crowe (1988) claimed that the way cultures choose to
arrange of motifs to produce symmetrical designs is not at all random. Based on extensive data of patterns
collected from different ethnographic groups, they discovered that only certain symmetry types are
preferred and intuitively recognized as being right by each culture. According to them, symmetry is "a
cognitive perceptual universal, basic to the processing of all shape information," and a culture's
symmetries are "part of that culture's cognitive organization map", and therefore "the classification of
symmetries is a meaningful measure of the way members of a particular culture perceive their world"
(1988, p. 24). Based on Washburn and Crowe's argument, computer scientists Abas and Salman
investigated the symmetry types of 350 existing Islamic patterns. They concluded that p6m and p4m,
which are six-fold and four-fold symmetry types, are dominant symmetries in Islamic patterns (1995;

Figure 3.26).
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Figure 3.26. The distribution of various symmetry groups in islamic patterns.

From [Abas & Salman, 1995. p.13 8].
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4. An Analysis of Korean Silk Pattern
4.1 Background: The Computational Representation of Geometric Patterns
The mathematical analysis of geometric patterns has been regularly studied in the fields of
crystallography and group theory, starting as early as 1927 [Chorbachi,

1989]; however, virtual

environments for such analyses did not emerge until after the 1970s (Kaplan, 2002). The virtual
environments made possible by computers are ideal for studying geometric patterns, "as computers are
endowed with the precision necessary to execute near perfect geometric motifs" (Kaplan, 2002). In the
early days of computer graphics, they served as testbeds for research into hierarchical programming and
texture mapping [Abas & Salman,

1992]. The geometric

patterns researched could be purely

mathematical, but when based on existing designs, most research focused on Islamic geometric patterns.
One of the earliest attempts to introduce computer graphics into geometric pattern design was
Alexander's program for drawing patterns on a plotter using the 17 wallpaper groups [Alexander, 1975].
The first accessible research article discussing Islamic geometric patterns created with computer graphics
was Salman's 1991 Ph.D. thesis [Salman, 1991]. In his thesis, Salman developed a dedicated script for
generating Islamic geometric patterns.
Over the past couple of decades, mathematicians and hobbyists have attempted to build software
for designing Islamic geometric patterns. Dispot's Arabeske Studio is a Java tool designed to help 3D
artists who use complex patterns for their scene settings, but it can also be used to design original 2D
patterns [Dispot, 2004]. Kaplan's Taprats is another Java specialized applet for designing Islamic star
patterns. Users can export these patterns as encapsulated postscript (EPS) files and use them for making
physical objects [Kaplan, 2002].
Other applications feature more direct methods for designing physical objects using geometric
patterns. Bateman's Tess is a program for designing origami tessellations [Bateman, 2007]. Sliceform
Studio is a web-based application based on Lu and Demaine's work that helps streamline the design
process of sliceform artwork, an art form that uses long strips of paper folded and slotted together to make
geometric configurations [Lu & Demaine, 2015].
However, few attempts have been made to geometrically understand the design process of silk
patterns. Cha and Won (2015) classified existing dancheong patterns into four groups based on their basic
primitives, namely circles, triangles, squares, and hexagons. They also produce several variations of
existing pattern types by mirroring and distorting the original patterns. Yoon, Kim, and Sarhangi (2014)
conducted a more geometric analysis on four different pattern types and applied them on the surfaces of
five different Platonic solids. However, neither of these attempted to computationally generate pattern
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variations based on parametric analysis.

4.2 Prior Exploration
4.2.1 Tessellation Experiment Using a Traditional Pattern
In order to understand what comprises the aesthetic style of silk pattern, I experimented with
tiling styles that are not traditionally used for a silk pattern (Figure 4.1). The unit equilateral triangle for
hexagonal arrangement is scaled disproportionally to an isosceles triangle to fit into 'octagon and square'
tessellation. The new tessellation shows interesting results that remind the viewer of IGPs.

A
Figure 4.1. Modatgeum or Sword Pattern(left) in its traditional tiling style (middle) and a novel
arrangement with 'octagon and square' tessellation (right)

The next experiment was to change the tiling order while keeping the tiling shape. I devised a
new radial arrangement order inspired by the shape grammars approach. Shape grammar takes shape as
primitive and follows a rules-based system for its analysis and synthesis of design. [Stiny & Gips, 1972].
There are precedents for the use of shape grammar to analyze an existing geometric pattern and create a
novel design based on the rules discovered from the analysis [Stiny, 1977; Sayed et al., 2015]. The
resulting designs were aesthetically satisfactory, despite barely resembling traditional patterns (Figure
4.2). Although creating new designs from traditional ones is to be valued as an important art, I concluded
that more investigation within traditional arrangements is required to fully understand the construction
logic of silk patterns.
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Figure 4.2. A novel radial arrangement inspired by the shape grammar approach and resulting designs.

4.2.2 Parametric Analysis of Silk Patterns
Prior to developing a more general analysis of the construction of silk patterns, I developed an
interactive parametric visualizer for silk patterns as a preliminary study for a web-based archival platform
for existing silk patterns. A series of JavaScript applications using the p5.js JavaScript library was utilized
for a parametric analysis of four representative silk patterns. The applications are designed to receive
inputs from HTML DOM (Document Object Model) slider bars and checkboxes to allow users to control
the parameters for each pattern (Figure 4.3).

*-74* ISOSGIgwigammunj
ortoise ShelI Chan Patter
a

B

Figure 4.3. A screenshot of the interactive JavaScript application for parameterized silk patterns.
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Each pattern goes through four steps in order to form a planar tessellation.
Step 1

Shape deconstruction: A unit triangle is deconstructed into its geometric primitives.
Superimposition order is also identified at this stage for later reconstruction.

Step 2 Parametric schema analysis: The parameters of each primitive are analyzed. Constraints
were assigned between some parameters to maintain the visual consistency when
manipulated.
Step 3 Radial arrangement: Depending on the symmetry within each basic element, the
equilateral triangle element is either simply rotated or mirrored along one of its edges to
create a unit hexagon.
Step 4 Planar tessellation: The unit hexagon created in the radial arrangement step is arranged
into hexagonal tessellation to fill any given canvas size.

Figure 4.4. Parametric analysis of four selected silk patterns

Figure 4.5. Resulting variations
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The parameterized pattern template was able to produce novel variations while maintaining the
tiling style and motifs in the original pattern type; however, the application only covered a handful of
existing silk patterns. Therefore, there is a need for a thorough analysis and classification of existing silk
patterns.

4.3 Background : Symmetry of Two-dimensional Periodic Patterns
Seventeen types of symmetries can occur in two-dimensional periodic patterns (Figure 4.6)1. The
symmetries are based on the four basic rigid motions: reflection (in a line in the plane), translation,
rotation (about a point in the plane), and glide reflection [Washburn & Crowe, 1988; Table 3.1]. These
two-dimensional repeated patterns are also called "wallpaper patterns" because of their ability to extend
infinitely in two directions [Abas & Salman, 1995].
The patterns are classified by the shape of their unit cell (or lattice). A unit cell is the minimum
possible area from which a periodic pattern can be generated only with translation, without overlapping
[Washburn & Crowe, 1988]. There are five unit cell shapes used for wallpaper patterns; parallelogram,
rectangle, rhombus, square, and hexagon.
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Fig 4.6. Seventeen wallpaper groups and their unit cell shapes. From [Schattschneider, D., 1978]

It can be mathematically proven that the number of all the distinct symmetry group that are possible for two
dimensional repeat patterns is seventeen. For the proof, See GrUnbaum, B., Shephard, G.C. (1986). Tilings and
patterns. Dover Publications; Second edition, Mineola, NY.
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a.Translation

T,

T;

TT

b.Rotation (around points P and

Q)

c. Mirror reflection

d. Glide reflection

L

----------------------------

Table 4.1. Four basic planar rigid motions (Courtesy of Washburn & Crowe)

The 17 patterns are denoted by symbolic names in an internationally agreed notation invented by
crystallographers (Abas & Salman, 1995; Table 2). The full crystallographic notation consists of four
symbols (Washburn & Crowe, 1988). The internationally accepted short forms are in the parenthesis in
Table 2. The first letter indicates the type of unit cell; c (centered) for rhombus (cm, c2mm), and p
(primitive) for all the other shapes. The second symbol denotes the highest order of rotation in the pattern.
A '1' indicates that there is no rotational axis within its unit cell. The symbol can take one of the values

' 1,

'2', '3', '4 , or '6' (Figure. 4.7).
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Unit Cell Shape

Pattern Types

Parallelogram

pl, p2

Rectangle

pIm (pm), pIg (pg), p2mm (pmm), p2mg (pmg), p2gg (pgg)

Rhombus

cIm (cm), c2mm (cmm)

Square

p4, p4mm (p4m), p4gm (p4g)

Hexagon

p3, p3ml, p3Im, p6, p6m (p6mm)

Table 4.2. The symbolic notation supported by each of the five unit cell shapes (Abas & Salman, 1995)

&

Fig 4.7. Symmetries with different orders of rotation. (from the left) p1, p2, p3, p4, and p6. [Washburn

Crowe, 1988. p.61]

The third symbol denotes any symmetry axis perpendicular to the horizontal axis: 'm' indicates a
reflection axis (plml, dlml, p2mm, p2mg, c2mm, p4mm, p3ml, p6mm) and 'g' indicates glide reflection
instead of a mirror reflection (pIgI, p2gg, p4gm, p4gm). '1' indicates neither mirror or glide reflection is
present (p211, p3 Im).
The fourth symbol denotes a second symmetry axis oblique to the horizontal axis. The angle is
1800 if the second symbol (the order of rotation) is 1 or 2 (p2mm, p2mg, p2gg, c2mm). The angle is 450 if
the order of rotation is 4 (p4mm, p4gm). The angle is 60* if the order of rotation is 3 or 6 (p 3 Im, p6mm).
The absence of a symbol in the third or fourth position means the pattern has no mirror or glide
reflections.
Despite the fact the crystallographic notation is a widely used tool to classify complex
two-dimensional patterns, it is sometimes hard to relate the symbols in the notation with the geometry of
actual patterns. This is especially true when it comes to comparing p3ml and p3Im patterns (Figure 4.8).
For example, according to the naming convention described above, '1' (the fourth symbol of p3ml)
should indicate that there is neither glide or mirror reflection oblique to the horizontal axes. However, it
does, in fact, have both neither glide or mirror reflection axes at 30* to the horizontal axis. In the next
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chapter, I will conduct a symmetry analysis of hexagonal silk patterns to clarify the ambiguity in the
notation.

p3mI

p3lm

p6mm(p6m)

Figure 4.8. Symmetry axes denoted by the third symbol (blue) and the fourth symbol (red)

4.4 Symmetry Classification of Hexagonal Silk Pattern
According to Nasri (2017), there are three main approaches to the analysis and generation of
(Islamic) geometric patterns: the tiling-based approach, the symmetry groups-based approach, and the
strand-based approach. The tiling-based approach and strand-based approach is useful in the analysis of
IGP, as the real construction technique of IGP is based on a mosaic of motifs. Strand-based analysis is
useful for analyzing non-periodic radially symmetric IGPs (Kaplan, 2002; Lu & Demain, 2015).
However, neither is adequate for the analysis of silk patterns. In silk pattern painting, artisans maintain
consistency over the entire area by using templates to transfer the pattern. First, a piece of paper is folded
into either an equilateral triangle or a right triangle shape. Then the artisan sketches a pattern template,
which is later perforated with a pin to make symmetrical pattern on the entire paper. This technique is
called pouncing (Broug, 2013). The pattern on the template is then transferred to the building surface
using clam shell powder (Figure 4.9).
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Folding

perforating

Sketching

powdering

Transferred Sketch

Figure 4.9. The pattern transferring process.

Depending on the shape the artisan chose to create the template, the resulting silk patterns can be
based on a hexagon (threefold and sixfold) or square (fourfold) unit cell. P6m, p4m, p31m, and p3m I
symmetries are commonly observed in Korea. It seems that the trend is similar in Chinese silk patterns;
however, to date, the use of p4 symmetry has been confirmed only in China [Cao 2016; Figure 4.10]. This
thesis will focus on the symmetry of hexagonal unit cell type patterns because of time constraints, and to
simplify the analysis, symmetry created from coloring will not be considered. A more comprehensive
analysis that includes fourfold symmetries and coloring would be a good topic for future work.
Every hexagonal silk pattern can be further split into smaller equilateral triangles. This will be
referred as a unit triangle. In p3Im and p6m symmetry, the smallest repeated motif does not coincide
with the unit triangle. The unit triangle can be further broken down into smaller isosceles triangles or right
triangles, which construct the unit triangle by performing reflections and rotations. This smallest triangle
will be referred as the template motif, following Abas and Salman's convention (1995). However, using
an equilateral triangle as a base unit triangle for analysis makes it easier to comprehend the construction
logic of silk patterns, since the this shape is consistent with the templates used in the actual painting
process.
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Figure 4.10. Silk Patterns with various symmetries.
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p6m

A
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Figure 4.11. p6m silk patterns.

P6m symmetry makes up the majority of archived silk patterns. It has six mirror axes and six
glide axes. The template motif for p6m pattern is a right triangle. The right triangle mirrors itself along its
edges to construct the unit triangle. The construction of p6m silk patterns is unique because many
variations can be created by changing the stacking order in each motif. This will be explained in detail in
the next chapter.

I7

ff

Figure 4.12. Template motif (left), a unit cell (middle), and a tessellation of a p6m silk pattern.
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Figure 4.13. Six mirror lines (left, red) and six glide directions (right, dashed) of a p6m symmetry.
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p3lm
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Figure 4.14. p3Im silk patterns.

P3Im symmetry is characterized by its intricate interwoven lines in planar arrangement. It is also
the symmetry of the "chain pattern" described earlier in chapter 3.3.3 (Figure 3.25). The template motif in
a p31 m pattern is an isosceles triangle without a mirror axis inside (Figure 4.15). To construct the unit
triangle, the template motif needs to simply rotate with the axis at the centroid of the unit triangle without
mirroring along its edges. The unit equilateral triangle has three mirror axes along its edges, and three
glide axes connect the midpoint of edges of the unit cell (parallelogram, Figure 4.16).

~77

a

Figure 4.15. Template motif (Left), a unit cell (Middle), and a tessellation of a p31 m silk pattern.
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Figure 4.16.. Three mirror lines (left, red) and three glide reflection directions (right, dashed) of a p3 lm
symmetry.
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Figure 4.17. A p3Im silk pattern.
I

There is only one example of a silk pattern with p3ml symmetry. Unlike p6m and p3Im, the
template motif of p3m I corresponds with the unit triangle. This type of silk pattern is characterized by
two different alternating hexagonal shapes when tessellated into a plane. Finding the position of template
motif in a unit cell is a more difficult than with p6m and p3Im (figure 4.18). Like p3lm, p3ml does not
have mirror axes within the unit triangle (Figure 4.19).

Figure 4.18. Template motif (left), a unit cell (middle), and a tessellation of a p6m silk pattern.
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Figure 4.19. Three mirror lines (left, red) and three glide reflection directions
(right, dashed) of a p3m I symmetry.
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4.3.3 Summary

Although the classification here is limited to hexagonal patterns that are currently archived in
publications, the trend in symmetry distribution among them corresponds to the result of symmetry
classification of IGP by Abas and Salman (1995; Figure 3.26). The similarity in trend here is insufficient
to allow a meaningful conclusion. Despite this, it offers enough motivation to attempt a more
comprehensive classification of silk pattern symmetries. Illustrated diagrams of symmetry analysis for 18
selected silk patterns can be found in appendix C.

p6m

p3lm

A4AA

AA,

p3ml

A&

Figure 4.20. Sixfold and threefold silk patterns classified according to their symmetry.

4.5 The Construction Logic of p6 Silk Patterns
Symmetry analysis determined that most of the p6m patterns consisted of a limited motifs: there
were three linear motifs and three circular motifs (Figure 4.22),and the maximum number of motifs did
not exceed five for the examples used here (Figure 4.21). Both motifs can be understood in relation to
their orientation with the centroid of the unit triangle and its edges and vertices. For examples, l
offset unit triangle with edges centered at the centroid of the unit triangle; 1,

is an

consisted of lines

connecting the centroid and the three vertices of the unit triangle; 1, consisted of lines connecting the
centroid and the three vertices of the unit triangle; Likewise, o, is a ring centered at the centroid of the
unit triangle; o, is a set of three circle arcs trimmed at 60 degrees and centered at the unit triangle
vertices; oe is also a set of three semicircles centered at the midpoint of the triangle edges (Figure 4.22).
By stacking one motif on top of another, the motif on the top partially obscures the ones underneath to
create interweaving features. Thirteen of the 17 p6m patterns can be created by changing the stacking
order between circular and linear motifs.
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Figure 4.21. Analysis of motif stacking order for 13 p6m silk patterns.
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Figure 4.22. Letter notation for repeatedly used motifs.

To represent additional visual operations between motifs, four algebraic operators are devised.
The letter notation combined with the operators aims to help viewers easily trace the underlying
relationship between motifs.

Stack
Stack is the basic operation for constructing the silk pattern, and it is denoted by a '+' sign.
However, unlike arithmetic addition, stacking a silk pattern is a noncommutative operation. For example,
1,

+

le is different from le + 1, (Figure 4.23).

AA
1ip

le

A
it?

+le"

le

ly

le +li

Figure 4.23. Noncommutative nature of stack operation

Merge
The merge operator combines two or more motifs into a single connected shape. In the real
pattern, this is done by painting the connected motifs with the same color. Parentheses are used to denote
the merge operation.

A(

(lC +le)

lC+le

Figure 4.24. Merge operation
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Weave
The weave operator denotes the essential interwoven feature in silk patterns. In Figure 4.25, a
linear motif 1e is hidden underneath circular motifs oe and o,. However, in the final pattern the branches
of 1, should come over oc to create the interwoven feature. An arrow (-+) from o, points to the first
layer le denoted by number '1', to simplify the notation.

le+Oe+Oc

le+Oe+Oc-+]

Figure 4.25. Weave operation

Confine
Sometimes when a motif goes underneath another motif, the top motif (usually oc ) hides the part
of the motif instead of creating an interwoven feature. In Figure 4.26, where the same set of motifs is used
from Figure 4.25, a portion of the arcs for the circular motif o_(e )disappears after it goes underneath oc.
The '|' symbol, which is used to denote restriction (flA means the function f is restricted to the set A), is
used to denote the confinement operation between motifs. Again, the confining motif o_(c )is replaced
with its layer order '3' to simplify the notation.

le +Oe 13+OC
Figure 4.26. Confine operation
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4.5.1 Application of the Notation System
The notation system is first applied to patterns consisting of three motifs (layer number n = 3). All
existing three-layer patterns start stacking from l

or o, in order to create an interwoven feature with the

unit triangle. The last layer is usually the motif shown at the centroid of the unit triangle, although there
can be multiple variations to represent the same composition. To minimize the use of a weave operator,
the direction of weaving is limited to starting from a higher order layer to a lower one. For example, the
last layers in Figure 4.26 always weave to the first layer. For confining, it is possible to reference a higher
order layer, as in Figure 4.25.

+le+

a.

lc+l

b.L

1c+le+lV+

C.

lC+le+Oe-.

;

g.

OC+le+lvI

d.

lc+0e+le_,j

h.

Oe+le+Oe-

e.
f.

O

V+v
+le_

4C+1V+V

Figure 4.26. Algebraic notation of silk patterns with three motifs.

From the analysis of the three-layer patterns, one can speculate about other possible combinations
that are not present in the examples. If one limits the first layer to either l or o, and and does not allow
the repetition of the same motifs, the possible number of cases in the three-layer pattern is 2

x

4

x

3 = 24

(Table 4.3). The additional multiplication of 2 for the final operation choice between confining and
weaving only applies to the combinations that start with o, and end with either l, and Oe (Figure 4.27).
One can expect pattern (h) in figure 4.26 to have a confined variation. The patterns that start with l and
end with either le or o, do not have space between the unit triangle boundary and the first layer;
therefore, the confining effect is difficult to see or not visible at all 2 . Furthermore, when le and ov

are

stacked together, the interwoven feature does not happen because the orientations of the two motifs are
aligned in the same direction (highlighted in the red rectangle in Figure 4.27). To Summarize, The total
number of valid silk patterns that can be created from three motif is 24 + 6 - 4 = 26.
The diameter of oc or lc can be reduced so that its boundary is offset from the unit triangle boundary; however, this
will not be considered here.
2
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Table 4.3. All possible combinations for n = 3 stacks. Patterns in Figure 4.26 are highlighted with yellow.
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Figure 4.27. Newly created n = 3 patterns (red: no interwoven feature, yellow: pattern (g) in Figure 4.26).
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The new notation system is also effective for the patterns with more than three motifs. Multiple
weaving is denoted by a series of consecutive arrows (Figure 4.28, i). Patterns with two or more merged
motifs are referenced to as a single layer (Figure 4.28 j,k,l, Figure 4.29). Examining number of cases of
for more than three motifs will be left for future work.

+l~2.4
lc+Oc+le
1C + 0+le
+1v->*2->)1

1.

k.

(lC.+le)+Oe+ OC_

1.

(lC.+le )|2+0e+0(.-

m.

(lC+l1 )+O1+11,14 +O+
Q, +lc+

2 +11-+

1e-+ 2

Figure 4.28. Algebraic notation of silk patterns with more than three motifs.
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Figure 4.29. Layer Indexing

4.5.2. Evaluation
The new notation system allows viewers to quickly identify the number and types of motifs used
in a pattern and to understand the relationship between them. Furthermore, the notation system allows
designers to easily discover unexplored possible variations within the same set of motifs. The notation can
also be applied to p4m symmetry with an additional symbol for a linear motif resulting from the diagonal
connection of edge midpoints( ld in Figure 4.30).
However, some p6m pattern variations require additional operators (or motifs) to be expressed
using the new notation system (Figure 4.31). Furthermore, the p3Im and p3m 1 patterns cannot be
expressed under the current set of motifs and operators. Possible suggestions for accommodating more
symmetries and patterns are shown in Figure 4.32.
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4.6 Implementation
In this section, I introduce two applications for the digital representation of silk patterns. Both
applications are based on stacking of motifs on a unit triangle. In both applications the parameters for
motif shape is bound to the size of the unit triangle. Once the stacking is over and design is ready, unit
triangle mirrors itself along its edges to create hexagonal tessellation(Figure 4.33). The operators
described are not entirely implemented as the development of the application precedes the complete
analysis in the previous chapter.
d.= h

b2

d,= 1.5<

L

h

2h
L=

sin7*=1.1547h

-=

2
3

1,=-h,

1
1=-h
3

Figure 4.33. Parameters of a unit equilateral triangle.

4.6.1 Silk Pattern Creator
Silk Pattern Creator is a JavaScript application using the D3.js library to experiment the effect of
changing stacking order of motifs in silk patterns3 (Figure 4.34). First, users select the basic motifs from a
shape palette at the top of the screen. The selected motifs are automatically added to the layer panel on the
right side of the screen. Parameters related to the shape of each motif, such as length, width, and color,
can also be adjusted using slider bars and input fields at the layer panel. Users can change the motif
stacking order to create different variations using the same motifs with drag and drop of layers. Once the
design is finished, users can switch to the next tab to see how a pattern would look when arranged into a
unit hexagon.

3 https://youtu.be/If3Q2rmmG6Q
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Figure 4.34. Screenshot of the Silk Pattern Generator. The user can change the stacking order of motifs
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Figure 4.35. Variations created with different stacking orders.
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4.6.2 Automatic Pattern Generator
The Automatic Pattern Generator is a processing script to create images of pattern for p6m and
p3m 1 symmetry. The generator shuffles parameters for pattern generation are randomly selected for each
generation within the specific range (Table 4.4). The generated images are aimed to train and test
symmetry

classifier based on Convolutional Neural Network(CNN). Greyscale color is used in the

background to minimize the difference in overall brightness between the two symmetry patterns as p6m
pattern tend to have more dense grid.

Parameters

Range

Layer Number (Number of motifs used in a

3~7

pattern)
Line Thickness (for linear motifs)

0.05 ~0.25 h

Color (Motifs)

chosen among greyscale values 50, 100, 150, 200

Color (Background)

100-255

Radius of circular Motifs

0.05 ~0.3 h

Motif Position (for p3m 1 symmetry)

0.05 -0.3 h

Table 4.4. Parameters for random pattern generation and their range.

Figure 4.36. p6m(Right) p3ml(Left) patterns from the Automatic Generator.
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4.7 Symmetry Analysis Using a Machine Learning Model
There are two problems lie ahead the encyclopedic survey of silk pattern symmetry.

First, the

lack of preceding archiving of silk patterns makes it difficult to conduct comprehensive symmetry group
analysis. Also, the number of decent quality sample from real world object is limited because of the
ephemeral nature of painted patterns on wooden buildings. Therefore if we want to use Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) for symmetry classification, it is quite essential to use images generated from for
a rule-based design system. But again, as the number of currently archived sample is limited, the
symmetry classifier should be able to analyze the symmetry of patterns of which the construction logic is
not fully identified.
To train the CNN model, silk patterns with two different symmetry types were generated;p6m and
p3ml. The construction logic of p6m pattern is well identified in the previous chapter while the later only
has one existing example. I compared full-featured pattern with all the traditionally used motifs with more
simplified versions to examine whether the generated image can be used to train symmetry classifier.
While it is hard for human to understand which layer in CNN is responsible for identifying different
feature in a data set, researchers are trying to make neural network more interpretable to humans. [Olah,
et.al 2017]. In this trial, I examined which layer of CNN is crucial in symmetry identification by
comparing the change in validation accuracy between the different versions of patterns.

4.7.1 Methodology
1.

The learning problem is defined as predicting the correct symmetry group from raw images.
Specifically, I will explore whether the features generated by a neural network can be used to
differentiate the symmetry group of a generated pattern.

2.

A training set will be compiled from generated images from 3 representative symmetry group
among 17. Images will be generated based on the construction logic of silk patterns . For the first
experiment, model will be tested with only the generated images from 3 different . For the second
experiment, the same model will be tested on a test set will only feature original images that
include patterns from specified cultures/regions.

3.

The labels for the images in the dataset will delineate the symmetry order for the corresponding
pattern. 3 representative symmetry group among 17 will be transformed into one-hot vectors
during the training.
A Convolutional Neural Network will be implemented using Keras with Tensorflow backend.
Additionally, the effects of particular hyperparameters(e.g. learning rate, momentum, batch size,

#

4.

of layers, stride and receptive field) on both the training and test accuracy will be explored.
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Currently discovered silk patterns are mostly p6 and p3 symmetries. Both are based translation
and reflection of a equilateral unit angle. P6m pattern has many variations and is relatively easier to
replicate the pattern with rule-based design logic. Although there is only one example of p3m 1 pattern,
the pattern can be easily generated by using a part of motifs for p6m pattern to create asymmetry. The test
accuracy of the machine learning model will be compared to check with the model can differentiate p6m
and p3m 1 symmetry.

4.7.2.Model
The original size of generated Images is 128x128x1 Greyscale format and hosts 18 full unit
triangles and 18 partially clipped triangles. However, the classification accuracy reached 92.2% at the
second layer and it was unable to distinguish the role of each layer in feature identification. Therefore, the
images were scaled down to 64 x 64 pixels in the Keras ImageDataGenerator. This also gave additional
variety in pattern density and orientation. One thousand p6m and one thousand p3m 1 symmetry patterns
are generated and 700 were used for training and 300 were used for validation for each symmetry.
The learning model used in this project is aims to correctly classify two symmetry types both
based on hexagonal tessellation. The Convolution layers use 32 5 x 5 filters and ReLU activations. Max
pooling layers have the size 5 x 5 with 2x2 strides. To identify which layer is crucial for symmetry
classification, I increased the number of layers in each session to compare the validation accuracy. The
model ends with Sigmoid activation for the output layer the binary crossentropy loss, which is suitable
for a binary classification. The models were trained with 256 batch size for 5 epochs. Accuracy is
averaged after five execution.

4.7.3. Results

p6m

p3ml

Number of Layers

1

0.574

2

0.726

3

0.553

4

0.902

5

0.898

Table 4.5. Full Featured Pattern (64 x 64) (Trial 1)
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Avg. Accuracy

p6m

p3ml

Number of Layers

Avg. Accuracy

1

0.488

2

0.379

3

0.824
"I

0.793

4

Table 4.6. Patterns Without Circular Motifs (Trial 2)

p6m

p3ml

Number of Layers

Avg. Accuracy

1

0.183

2

0.242

3

0.922

4

0.520

Table 4.7. Patterns Without Linear Motifs (Trial 3)

p6m

p3ml

00 0
0

Number of Layers

Avg. Accuracy

1

0.711

2
3

00

- -3

0.961
___or_

__I

0.945
4

0.683

Table 4.8. Patterns with Circular Motifs but without Linear Hexagonal Grid (Trial 4)
With full-featured patterns, the increase in test accuracy is observed after the fourth layer. To
ensure that this increase related to symmetry identification in CNN, features that are not crucial in
consiting symmetry difference were eliminated in trial 2 and 3. In both trials, where each circular motifs
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and linear motifs were removed, the increase in accuracy happens after third layer. Additionally in trial 4
where the base hexagonal grid was also removed, , the test accuracy increase happened in the second
layer. This corresponds to the general tendency of feature recognition related to layer number in feature
visualization(Olah, et.al 2017). In the initial layers the model focuses on identifying local features such as
angle of the edges or curves. We can speculate that either this stage is done or if there are no(or less)
feature to identify, the layer processes more global features such as pattern, object, and in this case,
symmetry.
From the high accuracy between two symmetries in trial 4 where the motifs used in pattern is
minimal, there's a possibility to use a simplified and abstract symmetry patterns to construct a more
general symmetry classifier that is independent from the construction logic of a particular design. This
can be verified by examining the accuracy of the classifier trained with simpler geometry when
classifying full-featured pattern.

5. Conclusions
5.1 Summary
This thesis examined the East Asian geometric silk pattern. Despite its long history of use in
traditional architecture as an ornamental element in Korea and China, a little attempt was made to
understand its geometric construction. Also, the connection between the silk patterns in two countries are
often neglected because of the lack of systematic archiving.
I first presented the currently existing examples of silk patterns in Korea and China. Through a
comparative analysis, I identified that a wide range of chinese silk patterns are still in use, in contrast to
the conventional belief that the pattern is rarely found in China. Subsequently, I presented original
theories on the origin of the silk pattern and suggested the use of symmetry analysis as a tool to identify
relevance in material culture between two adjacent cultural groups.
Subsequently, I presented shape analysis of existing sixfold symmetry silk patterns and argue that
the stacking order of basic motifs plays an important role in design of the majority of silk patterns. I
devised a symbolic notation system to identify different stacking order between different designs. Based
on the analysis, I introduced an automated pattern generator which creates patterns with a specific
symmetry in batches. The produced images can be used to train a symmetry classifier based on a machine
learning model.
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5.2 List of Contributions

A Model for East Asian Geometric Patterns

Despite its long history, the design of East Asia silk pattern has never been formally analyzed The
proposed notation system can be used to analyze many traditional examples of silk patterns, and create
novel ones as well.

An Accessible Archive for Silk Patterns.

The main motivation for this study is to raise awareness about the shared cultural heritage of the
East Asian region. While there is historical evidence that the pattern was used throughout Northeast Asia,
including China, Japan, and the two Koreas, most of its existing use is found in Korea. The fact that the
pattern has been repainted every hundred years makes it hard to trace changes over time and across
locations. By collecting examples of patterns form both Chinese and Korean literatures, I created an
accessible archive of silk patterns that would assist researchers in finding more comprehensive samples
and literature in the future.

5.3 Future Work

The preliminary application does not have any functionality for converting designs into physical
objects. Again, Lu's Sliceform Studio (Lu, 2015) is exemplary of such a feature, as the application offers
an easy and intuitive way to turn geometric-based designs into beautiful artifacts. Although the most
suitable technique for the physical representation of silk patterns has not yet been decided, origami
tessellation is an intriguing technique for targeting a wider audience, as it does not require additional
machines to produce the final artifact. Established as a separate genre of origami by Shuzo Fujimoto in
the 1970s (Gjerde, 2009), artists such as Erik Gjerde and Joel Cooper have continued to design pieces
inspired by geometric patterns. Bateman's Tess is a program for designing origami tessellations (Bateman,
2007), providing a good starting point for design software dedicated to silk patterns.

Another possibility for automated artifact design using silk patterns are 3D-printed auxetic
structures. Auxetic is a term that refers to solid materials with a negative Poisson's ratio (Evans and
Alderson, 2000), that is, a geometric structure that is applied to a material to make the structure expand
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when lateral outward force is exerted. Due to the property of imbuing solid materials with a flexible,
confonning structure, auxetic structures are used in many engineering and design applications (Wang and
Hu, 2014). Ahmad and Daminano's recent work uses motifs from Islamic geometric patterns to create 2D
auxetic designs (Ahmad and Daminano, 2016). Many silk patterns possess sharp angles that could be
turned into an auxetic linkage, a term proposed in Konakovi6's research (Konakovic et al, 2016). By
applying an automated process for identifying auxetic linkages or slightly modifying the geometry so that
it functions as a linkage, it is possible to create 2.5D auxetic structures from geummun patterns.
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Figure 4.4. Parametric analysis of four selected silk patterns. Drawn by the author.
Figure 4.5. Resulting variations. Drawn by the author.
Fig 4.6. Seventeen wallpaper groups and their unit cell shapes. From [Schattschneider, D., 1978]
Fig 4.7. Symmetries with different orders of rotation. From [Washburn & Crowe, 1988. P.61]
Figure 4.8. Symmetry axes denoted by the third symbol (blue) and the fourth symbol (red)
Figure 4.9. The pattern transferring process.
Figure 4.10. Silk Patterns with various symmetries. Drawn by the author.
Figure 4.11. p6m silk patterns. Drawn by the author.
Figure 4.12. Template motif, a unit cell, and a tessellation of a p6n silk pattern. Drawn by the author.
Figure 4.13. Six mirror lines and six glide directions of a p6m symmetry. Drawn by the author.
Figure 4.14. p 3 1 m silk patterns. Drawn by the author.
Figure 4.15. Template motif, a unit cell, and a tessellation of a p3Im silk pattern. Drawn by the author.
Figure 4.16.. Three mirror lines and three glide reflection directions of a p3 1 m symmetry. Drawn by the
author.
Figure 4.17. A p31 m silk pattern. Drawn by the author.
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Figure 4.18. Template motif , a unit cell , and a tessellation of a p6m silk pattern. Drawn by the author.
Figure 4.19. Three mirror lines and three glide reflection directions of a p3m I symmetry.
Drawn by the author.
Figure 4.20. Sixfold and threefold silk patterns classified according to their symmetry. Drawn by the
author.
Figure 4.21. Analysis of motif stacking order for 13 p6m silk patterns. Drawn by the author.
Figure 4.22. Letter notation for repeatedly used motifs. Drawn by the author.
Figure 4.23. Noncommutative nature of stack operation. Drawn by the author.
Figure 4.24. Merge operation. Drawn by the author.
Figure 4.25. Weave operation. Drawn by the author.
Figure 4.26. Confine operation. Drawn by the author.
Figure 4.26. Algebraic notation of silk patterns with three motifs. Drawn by the author.
Figure 4.27. Newly created n = 3 patterns. Drawn by the author.
Figure 4.28. Algebraic notation of silk patterns with more than three motifs. Drawn by the author.
Figure 4.29. Layer Indexing. Drawn by the author.
Figure 4.30. Stacking order analysis for p4m silk patterns. Drawn by the author.
Figure 4.31. p6m silk patterns which require additional motifs and operators. Drawn by the author.
Figure 4.32. Suggestions for additional operators for other types of symmetry. Drawn by the author.
Figure 4.33. Parameters of a unit equilateral triangle. Drawn by the author.
Figure 4.34. Screenshot of the Silk Pattern Generator.
Figure 4.35. Variations created with different stacking orders.
Figure 4.36. P6m and p3m I patterns from the Automatic Generator.
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Color

Name

!

7. Appendices

Hex Code

CMYK

RGB

Vermillion

#C82518

0,100,100,15

200, 37, 24

Lead Red

#E16350

6,75, 70, 1

225, 99, 80

Iron oxide red

#852111

20, 80, 90, 35

133, 33, 17

Dark brown

#47302E

75, 86, 85, 35

82, 64, 62

Jade green

#9ED6CO

26,0, 10, 16

158,214,192

Emerald green

#40B87A

74, 0, 74, 0

64, 184,122

Celadonite green

#467B6B

74, 27, 59, 26

70,123,107

Lotus green

#375D4D

83, 43, 75, 39

55, 93, 77

Chrome yellow

#F9D645

3,13,89,0

249, 214, 69

Iron Oxide yellow

#C9893D

18, 50, 97, 5

201,137,61

Light Blue

#5C6EB4

71,59,0,0

92,110,180

Cobalt Blue

#001AE6

100, 90, 10, 0

0, 26, 230

Ultramarine

#000D73

100, 90,10,_50

0,13,115

Pink

#FFCCD9

0,20,15,0

255, 204, 217

White

#FFFFFF

0,0,0, 0

255, 255, 255

Black (Ink)

#343437

93, 89, 83, 52

9,13,21

Appendix A. Traditionally used color scheme in Korean Silk Pattern.
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-i

Gradation Level
Center Line First
Warm Color

2 level

'Second

Third

Forth

Black

White

.1:717i1
________

4 level

Cold Color

Ink Line

2 level

13 level

4 level

Appendix B. Traditional gradation color scheme in Korean silk pattern.
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